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Prot. 040                                                                              17th of june 2018 

                                                                                               To: 

                                                                                               IUKL Board of International Union of Kettlebell Lifting 

                                                                                               Mr. Vasily Ginko 

 

First of all, let our WKSF Executive Committe thank you for your kindness and honorable proposal! 

WKSF was found in 2017 with a great number of persons with several years on Kettlebell Sport, some with 

more than 20 years working, developing and promoting the sport that honors all of us. Other members, 

with a few years but doing an amazing job in own countries trying to promote the sport. 

After a few years listening, talking, sharing times, knowing new people, knowing the concerns of each club, 

each representative, each athlete and each nation, the creation of a new Kettlebell Sport was inevitable. 

The mission of WKSF is to make all new enthusiastic to become new athletes, make each club better, make 

each country stronger and on that way make all of us proud and honorable to face a new future for 

Kettlebell Sport.  

Step by step, the World Kettlebell Sport Federation is achieving new goals, getting new representatives, 

knowing new athletes, new enthusiastics and promoting Kettlebell Sport around the world in all continents.  

With a great organization, with democracy, no political issues, sharing tasks with all representatives and 

coordinators in each continent, with transparancy and lucidity of the hard and tough works is to make it 

happens, the WKSF have been achieving our demands. 

WKSF is organizing our 1st World Kettlebell Spor Championship and receiving almost 75% of our 

representatives and references countries and a total of around 300 lifters. A trully amazing effort of all and 

a great job has been done in last 9 months. Perhaps, more than in all last 30 years of Kettlebell Sport. 

As a democratic organization and listening all Committe and all Representatives, the WKSF as a fresh and 

free spirit on kettlebell sport and with all kindness declines the idea for 2018. However, WKSF will bring the 

theme and your proposal to WKSF Annual Meeting 2019.  

with friendship and all respect, 

 

 

________________________________ 

                    Eduardo Fonseca, 

               WKSF Secretary General 


